1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

COVID-19 after its emergence in China, continues to spread across the globe leading to global health emergencies and accounting for devastating economic and social impacts \[[@bib1],[@bib2]\]. As of April 9, 2020, over 1.7 million people have been confirmed with COVID-19 leading to over 111,000 deaths since the emergence of the infection \[[@bib3]\]. To date, no specific treatment regimen is available against COVID-19. However, previously approved antiviral drug Remdesivir and an antimalarial drug Chloroquine have shown promising effects, at least in reducing the duration of symptoms of COVID-19 in limited clinical studies \[[@bib4],[@bib5]\]. SARS-CoV-2 that causes this disease belongs to the family *Coronaviridae* and genus *Coronavirus* \[[@bib6]\]*.* Angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) that is expressed on the cellular surfaces of different organs including lungs has been identified as the primary receptor of the virus in addition to the role of another host protease enzyme, transmembrane serine protease 2 (TMPRSS2) in viral entry \[[@bib7], [@bib8], [@bib9]\]. The viral genome consists of 30,000 base pairs that encode different structural and non-structural proteins. The structural proteins include the membrane protein, spike, envelope and nucleocapsid. Non-structural proteins include NSP1-NSP16. NSP3 (papain-like protease), NSP5 (3-chymotrypsin-like protease "3-CL-protease"), NSP12 (RNA-dependent RNA polymerase), NSP13 (helicase), NSP14 (N7-methyltransferase) and NSP16 (2′-O-methyl transferase) are important viral enzymes while NSP7-NSP10 are regulatory proteins. The SARS-CoV-2 *orf1a* and *orf1ab* genes encode polyprotein 1a (pp1a) and polyprotein 1 ab (pp1ab), respectively. These polyproteins are further processed by protease enzymes to produce different functional proteins. In this regard, 3CL-protease cleaves the polyprotein at 10 different specific positions thereby producing individual functional proteins \[[@bib10]\].

SARS-CoV-2 is a positive sense RNA virus that requires RNA-templated RNA synthesis. RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp) catalyzes the synthesis of new viral RNA and plays a crucial role in the SARS-CoV-2 replication cycle \[[@bib11]\]. Similarly, SARS-CoV-2 helicase (NSP13) is also crucial for the viral replication and proliferation as it catalyzes the unwinding of duplex RNA and DNA into single strand nucleic acid chain during replication \[[@bib12]\]. Considering an urgent need of containing the pandemic, repurposing of previously approved drugs to use against SARS-CoV-2 is the first choice in the fight against this virus, as such drugs are not required to pass through most of the steps of an extensive drug testing process. In this regard, several recent studies have been conducted using computational methods to screen libraries of approved drugs or drug-like molecules to identify potential inhibitors of different viral proteins, particularly, RdRp and 3CL-protease \[[@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15], [@bib16], [@bib17]\]. Moreover, high throughput *in vitro* screening of FDA approved drug libraries followed by *in vivo* validation has also been applied on limited hits \[[@bib18],[@bib19]\]. Many of the reported virtual screening based studies have targeted the FDA approved drugs and/or dug-like compound libraries. Since a vast range of compound libraries exist therefore, multiple efforts to screen diverse compound libraries are important to explore a large chemical landscape to identify potential inhibitors or the lead structures to design inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2. Here, we applied a computer aided drug discovery approach by targeting three important enzymes (RdRp, 3CL-protease and helicase) of SARS-CoV-2 and identified three FDA-approved drugs and three other drug-like molecules as potential therapeutics.

2. Material and methods {#sec2}
=======================

2.1. Homology modeling of RdRp and helicase {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------

Structures of SARS-CoV-2 RdRp and helicase were modeled on the basis of amino acid sequence homology using SWISMODEL as crystal structure of these proteins are yet to be solved \[[@bib20]\]. The genome sequence of SARS-CoV2 (NCBI Reference Sequence: NC_045512.2) was used to model the structures of RdRp and helicase \[[@bib21]\]. The model accuracy and its stereochemical quality was assessed using the PROCHECK analysis tools, which predicts the quality of modeled structure on the basis of distribution of backbone phi/psi angles with reference to the Ramachandran plot \[[@bib22]\]. Recently published crystal structure of SARS-CoV-2 3CL-protease (PDB ID, 6LU7) was used for screening and docking simulations \[[@bib23]\].

2.2. Virtual screening of FDA approved antivirals and drug-like compounds {#sec2.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

First, a library of 4512 compounds also containing several FDA approved drugs was screened through MTiOpen screen automated virtual screening platform using the integrated Vina AutoDock program against all three proteins \[[@bib24]\]. Hits from virtual screening were shortlisted on the basis of binding energy based Vina empirical scoring function using −8 kcal mol^−1^ as the threshold \[[@bib25]\]. In this regard, 46, \[[@bib50]\] and 35 compounds were shortlisted against 3CL-protease, RdRp and helicase, respectively and were downloaded from the ZINC database \[[@bib26]\]. In parallel, 62 FDA approved antiviral drugs with random targets were selected and their structure files were obtained from DrugBank in the SDF file format \[[@bib27]\]. Format of these compounds were converted from SMILES into PDB using an online tool (Online SMILES Translator, NCI) \[[@bib28]\].

The AutoDock tools 1.5.6 program was used to prepare ligand and protein structures for further docking \[[@bib29]\]. In ligand preparation, Gasteiger charges were computed, nonpolar hydrogen atoms were merged, torsion angles for all rotatable bonds were set as flexible and the file was saved in the pdbq format. Similarly, protein files were prepared using automated functions of the AutoDock tools that added all hydrogen atoms, computed Gasteiger charges, merged non-polar hydrogen atoms and created pdbqt files.

2.3. Refinement {#sec2.3}
---------------

Each of the shortlisted compounds was subjected to iterative docking with the respective protein using the AutoDock4.2.6 program \[[@bib29]\]. Docking was performed by Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA) method using 270,000 generations and by applying at least 100 iterations. Pre-calculation of grid parameters for each protein was performed by using the Autogrid program. During docking, the size of grids was kept at maximum covering the whole surface of the protein to allow the ligand to bind in an unbiased binding pocket.

2.4. Analysis of the docking {#sec2.4}
----------------------------

The docking results were analyzed on the basis of a combination of binding energy, clustering score, shape complementarity, functional significance of the binding pocket and favorable interactions including H bonds and hydrophobic interactions. We used integrated clustering tool of the AutoDock4.2.6 program to cluster different docked structures of a ligand on the basis of root mean square deviation (RMSD) of 1 Å. The binding energy of every docked structure was predicted by the AutoDock program. Thirty percent population of the docked structures in a cluster with −7.5 kcal mol^−1^ binding energy was used as a cutoff for the first ranking of iterative docking using the AutoDock tools program. A cluster containing the highest number of docked structures was then selected. To further illuminate H bonds and hydrophobic interactions the LigPlot^+^ program was used \[[@bib30]\]. The binding pockets with known functional significance on the basis of previously reported experimental data were considered. Shape complementarity was superficially accessed by visual analysis of the docked structures.

2.5. Identifying non-specific interactions {#sec2.5}
------------------------------------------

To further rule out non-specificity, 100 protein families were selected randomly from pfam to check for the specificity of the drug with a particular target. The details of the representative proteins from each family are given in [Table S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}.

Eight drugs or organic molecules ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} ), which showed binding to any of the three target proteins of SARS-CoV-2, were subjected to docking simulation with all the 100 proteins by using the autodock4.2.6 program. Pre-calculation of grid parameters for each protein was performed by using the autogrid program. To rule out non-specific binding, docking was performed by Lamarckian genetic algorithm (LGA) method. The significance measure (probability of obtaining a better binding score by chance) for a drug was calculated by comparing the binding scores obtained for specific target (three SARS-CoV2 proteins) with the binding scores for 100 structures belonging to random protein families.Table 1Predicted binding scores of Grazoprevir with different HCV NS3/4A X-ray structures.Table 1PDB ID\'s3SUD3SUF5EPN5EPY53QQPredicted binding score with Grazoprevir−7.3−7.26−8.05−6.54−7.48Table 2Identifying the specificity of the drug-target interactions using a significance score based on binding potential to random targets.Table 2DrugTargetBinding score predicted by docking simulationProbability to obtain better value by random selection of targets*Casopitant*RdRp−8.20.22AtropineoxideProteinase−6.50.63*Bagrosin*Proteinase−7.90.26GrazoprevirProteinase−10.20.06MeclonazepamHelicase−10.50.01OxiphenisatinHelicase−9.10.03RimantadineProteinase−7.60.26StavudineProteinase−4.20.78

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. SARS-CoV-2 3CL-Protease {#sec3.1}
----------------------------

Recently published X-ray structure of 3CL-protease (PDB ID: [6LU7](pdb:6LU7){#intref0010}) was used for virtual screening \[[@bib23]\]. A library consisting of 4574 compounds also including FDA approved drugs was screened and after applying first ranking with predicted binding energy cutoff of −8.0 kcal mol^−1^, 46 compounds were shortlisted. Detailed iterative docking and subsequent analysis resulted in the identification of three SARS-CoV-2 3CL-protease binding compounds as potential inhibitors. Rimantadine is an anti-flu FDA-approved drug with generic name as Flumadine. The known target of Rimantadine is the M-protein of influenza-A virus \[[@bib31]\]. We observed that Rimantadine bound to SARS-CoV-2 3CL-protease at its substrate-binding site blocking about half of the binding pocket. Two highly conserved amino acid residues His-41 and Cys-145 are the main catalytic residues of 3CL-protease of corona viruses, however, many residues around these catalytic residues also play key role in the binding of peptide substrate and its subsequent catalysis. For example, His-163 and Phe-140 stabilize the position of glutamine present at the P1 position (Gln-P1) of the peptide substrate by developing two H bonds between the NΣ2 atom of His-163 and main carbonyl oxygen of Phe-140 with the OΣ1 and NΣ2 atoms of Gln-P1, respectively \[[@bib32]\]. In our docked structure of Rimantadine, the adamantyl ring of the drug perfectly fits in the sub-pocket of the substrate binding site occupying the space between His-163 and Ph-140 of the protease and stabilized by hydrophobic and van der Waals interactions ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} A). In the previously reported structure of His-41 mutant of SARS-CoV 3CL-protease in complex with its peptide substrate, carbonyl oxygen of Gln-P1 of the substrate occupies position in the oxyanion hole formed by the amide groups of Gly-143 and Cys-145 \[[@bib32]\]. In the docked structure the nitrogen atom of amino group of Rimantadine occupies the position close to the oxyanion hole and is stabilized by four potential H bonds with backbone nitrogen of Cys-145, carbonyl oxygen of Leu-141 and backbone nitrogen and side chain oxygen of Ser-144 ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), thereby blocking the critical residues of the protease required for catalysis.Fig. 1Representative low energy conformation of Rimantadine docked with SARS-CoV-2 3CL-protease. (A) Molecular surface representation of 3CL-protease along with docked Rimantadine depicted in green sticks. The drug-interacting residues of 3CL-protease are shown in brown sticks. (B) Ligplot derived molecular interaction illustration of the complex where H bonds are represented by dotted green lines.Fig. 1

Another drug, Bagrosin was observed to bind at a potential allosteric site of the protease. Bagrosin is an anti-epileptic drug that belongs to a class of hydantoin derivatives (anticonvulsant compounds). It works by blocking the voltage-gated sodium channels of neurons and causes inhibition of calcium flux across neuronal membranes thereby stabilizing neurons. Compared to other hydantoin derivatives, Bagrosin has been reported to be safer in clinical trials \[[@bib33],[@bib34]\]. SARS-CoV 3CL-protease has been reported to form a homodimer resulting in better catalytic efficiency as compared to its monomeric form \[[@bib35],[@bib36]\]. The recently reported X-ray structure of SARS-CoV2 3CL-protease is very similar to that of SARS-CoV forming a dimer. The dimer formation is primarily mediated by several hydrophobic interactions between domain-3 of each monomer ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A) \[[@bib37]\]. We observed that Bagrosin bound in a hydrophobic pocket in domain-3 of the protease and can potentially interfere with the dimer formation. In the docked structure, the phenanthryl ring of the compound perfectly fits in a hydrophobic pocket while the polar hydantoin ring is stabilized with two H bonds with backbone nitrogen and oxygen of Lys-5 ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B and C). Another FDA approved drug, Grazoprevir was also found to bind at the allosteric site of SARS-CoV-2 protease and can potentially interfere with the dimer formation of the protease ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}D and C). Grazoprevir is known as hepatitis C protease (NS3/4A) inhibitor and is used to treat hepatitis C in combination therapy \[[@bib38]\]. Several X-ray structures of the complexes of Grazoprevir and hepatitis C virus (HCV) NS3/4A have been reported \[[@bib39],[@bib40]\]. In addition to performing docking of Grazoprevir with SARS-CoV2 3CL-protease, we also performed its docking with (HCV) NS3/4A and reproduced the binding interactions reported in different X-ray structures. Predicted binding score obtained through docking simulations of Grazoprevir with different NS3/4A variants is given in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The binding score of Grazoprevir with SARS-CoV2 3CL-protease was predicted to be −10.1, suggesting the potential stronger binding as compared to binding with HCV NS3/4A.Fig. 2Representative low energy conformations of Bagrosin and Grazoprevir docked at an allosteric site of SARS-CoV-2 3CL-protease. (A) Cartoon presentation of SARS-CoV-2 3CL-protease monomer with individual domains labeled as I, II and III. The docked Bagrosin molecule is depicted in sticks with carbon, nitrogen and oxygen atoms colored yellow, blue and red, respectively. Two catalytic residues, His-41 and Cys-145 are also highlighted in purple sticks. The main region of domain III involved in forming the dimer interface is colored brown. (B) Molecular surface representation of 3CL-protease and bound Bagrosin depicted in sticks (C) Ligplot derived molecular interaction description of the docking complex, where H bonds are represented by dotted green lines. (D) and (E) Cartoon and surface representations of 3CL-protease, respectively including docked structure of Grazoprevir depicted in sticks.Fig. 2

3.2. SARS-CoV-2 RdRp {#sec3.2}
--------------------

RdRp has been considered as an important target for the discovery of direct acting antiviral therapeutics against positive sense RNA viruses. In this study, we used homology modeling to model the structure of SARS-CoV-2 RdRp and performed virtual screening of over 4574 compounds including FDA-approved drugs. The SARS-CoV-2 RdRp sequence showed 96.35% identity to the RdRp sequence of SARS-CoV (PDB IDs [6NUR](pdb:6NUR){#intref0015}) that was used as a template for the model. RdRp homology modeled structure exhibited 92.6% and 100% of its residues in the most favorable and allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot, respectively. All of its side chain parameters were within the accepted limit of structure quality ([Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [Tables S2 and S3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). Preliminary virtual screening and subsequent analysis resulted in the identification of 30 compounds potentially binding to the protein. These compounds were subjected to iteratively docking by selecting complete surface of the protein to map the binding. Final analysis resulted in the identification of one compound, Casopitant, tentative generic name Rezonic. Casopitant is a neurokinin-1 receptor antagonist and is under development to manage chemotherapy induced nausea \[[@bib41]\].

Two aspartate residues, Asp-760, and Asp-761 are the main catalytic residues of RdRp. These two residues are highly conserved in all corona viruses \[[@bib14]\]. Casopitant bound at the catalytic site of the RdRp enzyme ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A). The binding is stabilized by several favorable interactions including three H bonds between carbonyl oxygen of the acetyl piperazine ring and backbone nitrogen of Ala-762, and between the fluorine atoms of trifluoromethyl-phenyl moiety and the side chain nitrogen atoms of Arg-553 and Arg-836. The ligand perfectly fits in the catalytic cavity completely covering the two catalytic aspartate residues ([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and B).Fig. 3Docking of Casopitant with SARS-CoV-2 RdRp. (A) Surface representation of the RdRp protein with bound Casopitant depicted in sticks (The C, N, O and F atoms colored yellow, blue, red and cyan). The two catalytic aspartate residues of RdRp are colored cyan while two neighboring residues are colored purple. (B) Casopitant (yellow carbon) and surrounding amino acid residues of RdRp showing important intermolecular interactions.Fig. 3

3.3. SARS-CoV-2 helicase {#sec3.3}
------------------------

SARS-CoV-2 helicase is considered an important target for therapeutic intervention due its sequence conservation among all corona viruses \[[@bib42]\]. A typical CoV helicase consists of a zinc-binding domain, which is separated by stalk from the main catalytic domains 1A and 2A. It incorporates distinct DNA and ATP binding sites. In addition to these two important binding sites, the β19-β20 loop encompassing residues 331--357 plays a crucial role in nucleic acid unwinding \[[@bib41]\]. We homology modeled the structure of SARS-CoV-2 helicase using the SWISS-MODEL online tools for virtual screening. The SARS-CoV-2 helicase sequence showed 99.8% sequence identity with helicase of SARS-CoV (PDB ID, 6JYT) that was used as a template in homology modeling. According to the Ramachandran plot analysis, 99% of the residues were in the allowed region with over 80% in the most favorable region, validating the quality of the modeled structure ([Fig. S1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [Tables S4 and S5](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}). We identified that Meclonazepam, a drug-like molecule with reported sedative, anxiolytic and anti-parasitic effects \[[@bib43]\], bound to the viral helicase. According to the docking results, Meclonazepam binds to helicase at a pocket primarily formed by the β19-β20 loop and the binding is stabilized by several H bonds and hydrophobic interactions ([Fig. 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A and B).Fig. 4Docking of Meclonazepam with modeled structure of SARS-CoV-2 helicase. (A) Cartoon presentation of SARS-CoV-2 helicase with docked ligand. Individual domains including the zinc-binding domain, the stalk, and domains 1A and 2A are colored differently and labeled accordingly. Residues involved in ATP and DNA binding are depicted in yellow and purple sticks, respectively. The ligand is depicted in brown sticks and highlighted in a circle. The β19-β20 loop is colored dark blue. (B) Ligplot derived details of interactions between Meclonazepam and helicase showing H bonds (dotted green lines) and hydrophobic interactions involving most of the β19-β20 loop residues.Fig. 4

Another drug-like molecule, Oxiphenisatin was found to bind SARS-CoV2 helicase also in a binding pocket primarily formed by the β19-β20 loop. The binding was stabilized by several favorable interactions including five H bonds and hydrophobic interactions involving primarily the residues from the β19-β20 loop ([Fig. 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} A and B).Fig. 5Docking of Oxiphenisatin with modeled structure of SARS-CoV-2 helicase. (A) Overall cartoon presentation of SARS-CoV-2 helicase with docked Oxiphenisatin depicted in purple sticks and highlighted in a circle. (B) Ligplot derived details of interactions between Oxiphenisatin and helicase showing several intermolecular H bonds (dotted green lines) in addition to hydrophobic interactions involving most of the β19-β20 loop residues.Fig. 5

3.4. Minimizing the non-specific interactions {#sec3.4}
---------------------------------------------

In order to minimize chances of false positive results in the docking simulations, we calculated a significance measure for the binding scores of prominent drug-protein pairs. The significance measure is calculated by comparing the binding scores obtained for potential targets of a drug with the binding scores of 100 structures belonging to random protein families with the respective drug and counting the number of times out of 100 that we see better docking value when docking the respective drug with the random protein families \[[@bib44]\]. The significance measure enabled us to identify more promiscuous compounds where even the targets with most favorable docking score have an unfavorable significance measure (meaning that the drug is sticky and is interacting with many proteins with high probability). We set the cutoff value of the significance measure at 0.3 also to include slightly less specific compounds taking into account the identification of leads to develop more specific potential drugs. Drug-protein pairs with significance measure less than 0.3 were considered as specific (those with measure less than 0.1 are highly specific) as compared to the other pairs tested ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The two docked structures with binding score higher than −0.6 showed the significance measure higher than 0.3 indicating non-specific binding of these ligands.

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

Over the last decade, computer aided drug discovery has emerged as a fundamental tool in drug discovery and design process \[[@bib45], [@bib46], [@bib47], [@bib48]\]. Identification of compounds that bind and inhibit normal function of proteins involved in viral replication has been the most successful strategy in direct acting antiviral drug discovery \[[@bib49], [@bib51], [@bib52]\]. In this study, we used a virtual screening based strategy to identify already approved drugs or drug-like molecules that can bind to any of the three key viral enzymes, 3CL-protease, RdRp and helicase, and potentially inhibit the function of these enzymes. Virtual screening of over 4500 drugs and subsequent docking simulation resulted in the identification of three 3CL-protease binding drugs, one RdRp binding molecule and two helicase binding molecules. One of the identified 3CL-protease binding drugs, Rimantadine, showed binding at the catalytic site blocking the critical catalytic residues and half of the catalytic pocket. The two other compounds bound in a pocket present in domain III of the protease and can potentially interfere with the formation of dimer -- it is well established that CoV 3CL-proteases are catalytically active primarily in dimeric form \[[@bib53]\]. One RdRp binding compound, Casopitant was identified which perfectly fits in the catalytic cavity of the enzyme and completely blocks the two critical catalytic residues, Asp-260 and Asp-261. Casopitant is not an approved drug but it is in the process of development towards its approval. We identified two helicase-binding molecules, Meclonazepam and Oxiphenisatin both of these molecules bind at a pocket primarily formed by the β19-β20 loop of the enzyme. This loop has been reported to play a crucial role in the catalytic activity, nucleic acid unwinding, of the helicase enzyme \[[@bib42]\]. Three of the identified compounds are already approved drugs that potentiate for their repurposing towards SARS-CoV-2 after *in vitro* and *in vivo* validation.

Moreover, all of these compounds represent leads for chemical modifications to develop new potential therapeutics. For instance, Rimantadine binds to 3CL-protease and fits in half of the substrate-binding pocket of the enzyme. This drug also shows non-specific binding to other proteins as determined from its specificity score (0.26) after performing its docking simulation with 100 irrelevant proteins. Its non-specific binding could be attributed to its smaller size as several side effects of this drug have also been reported \[[@bib54]\]. Nevertheless, this docked structure provides necessary information for potential chemical modifications to incorporate chemical groups to fill the space of the binding pocket potentially leading to enhance the binding affinity and specificity. In specificity score measurement, we set the cutoff value of the significance measure at 0.3 considering two aspects. Firstly, to identify leads for chemical modification to synthesize more specific inhibitors and secondly, not to reject a ligand with good docking score even with moderate potential off target effects as in many cases a drug with several adverse effects is also acceptable when the question of life saving arises. For example, Rimantadine is an FDA approved drug to use against flu despite its several side effects.

Recently, several studies have been conducted using computational methods to identify already approved drugs as potential inhibitors of SARS-CoV-2. Elfiky et al. reported the binding of four approved anti-viral drugs to RdRp of SARS-CoV-2, including currently under clinical trial drug Remdesivir \[[@bib14]\]. RdRp is a highly significant drug target due to its conservation across positive sense RNA viruses. However, this study was highly focused on nucleotide inhibitors and only eight already known drugs were screened against SARS-CoV-2 RdRp using a less vigorous docking program AutodockVina. Wang et al. recently conducted a study to screen a library consisting of diverse approved drugs against the SARS-CoV-2 3CL-protease and identified binding of several antiviral drugs, an anticancer drug, Carfilzomib and an antibiotic, Streptomycin \[[@bib17]\]. This study is computationally vigorous as it also includes molecular dynamics simulation to approximate binding free energy. However, docking simulations using the autodock program provides quite a reliable approximation for further *in vitro* and *in vivo* testing as Elfiky et al. utilized only the less vigorous program of autodock (AutoDock Vina) to identify potential inhibitors and one of their identified drugs is currently in clinical trials, suggesting the reliability of docking. In our studies we performed computational screening by targeting three important enzymes of SARS-CoV-2 including RdRp, 3CL-protease and helicase, to identify not only the already approved drugs for repurposing but also the drug candidates or lead structures that can be chemically modified to develop potential drugs. Moreover, we incorporated an additional aspect of specificity score obtained by performing docking simulation of every identified compound with 100 irrelevant proteins.

A similar study was recently reported by Mirza et al. incorporating screening of drug candidates against three key enzymes of SARS-CoV-2 and reported several potential inhibitors of these enzymes \[[@bib13]\]. However, they performed docking by selecting a very specific area around the predicted catalytic sites of the protease and RdRp, and the ATP binding site of helicase ignoring allosteric sites. These enzymes also incorporate allosteric sites that can be targeted for potential drug discovery. For example, 3CL-protease is known to be catalytically active in its dimeric form and any inhibitor of dimerization could be of high significance. Similarly, helicase incorporates several distinct sites including DNA and ATP binding sites, the zinc-binding domain and the β19-β20 loop involved in nucleic acid unwinding process. In our studies, during docking, the whole surface of the protein was selected to allow the ligand to bind in an unbiased binding pocket and results were analyzed considering the known functional significance of the binding pocket that resulted in the identification of potential allosteric inhibitors of these enzymes as well.

Moreover, several other studies have also been reported contributing to the efforts in identifying approved drugs for repurposing or drug candidates or leads to develop drugs against SARS-CoV-2. Overall, this computer-aided study represents a contribution to the efforts against SARS-CoV-2 and provides information about potentially repurposable drugs and drug-like molecules or lead structures that can be chemically modified to develop into potential drug candidates for further *in vitro* and clinical investigation.
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